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Introducing the AR toothbrush for kids:
Transforms bedtime into playtime with a touch of Magik
Kolibree brings imagination and oral care together with Magik, the AR-enabled toothbrush for
kids with immersive exciting worlds and interactive games that turn nighttime brushing
into a fun activity
UNDER EMBARGO UNTIL SUNDAY, JANUARY 7, 2018 AT5:00 PM PT
New York – January 7, 2018 – Kolibree, the company delivering connected oral care solutions
launches Magik at CES Unveiled 2018, the kid’s AR-enabled toothbrush that turns any
smartphone into a game console for fighting cavities and plaque. A CES 2018 Innovation Award
honoree, Magik uses Augmented Reality (AR) to gamify teeth brushing with its interactive
toothbrush for children. It uses fun, imaginative filters, sticker packs and more to turn a chore
into a magical experience.
Remember when you were eight years old, dressing up as a pirate or playing Pretty Pretty
Princess? Just like Cinderella, your parents came in and announced playtime was over and it
was now time to brush your teeth. What if toothbrush time and playtime didn’t cancel each other
out? With Magik’s toothbrush and AR app with computer vision, utilizing the smartphone’s
camera, imagination and play are a part of the routine.
Magik bridges the gap between oral hygiene and fun by connecting kids toothbrushes to an inapp game through advanced AR technology. Magik’s app offers 15 different worlds for kids to
immerse themselves in, to turn the chore of getting ready for bed into a ‘choose your own
adventure’ when used with Magik’s toothbrush. The brush and app work together allowing
children to hit the right spot while brushing and get rewarded with fun, interactive masks when
they’ve brushed thoroughly. After deciding between an evening spent with pirates, a royal

princess experience, or more, kids earn Magik Masks and stickers as a reward for good
brushing.
With Magik, adding the fun of AR to kids’ late-night routines empowers families to:
•

Level Up- Magik’s app takes brushers on wild pirate rides, or magic kingdom adventures
with interactive gameplay to help kids learn healthy brushing habits

•

Brush Up – Each toothbrush uses brush tracking to detect movement and speed with
sessions and feedback from within the app

•

Keep Up – Monitoring what kids are really doing in the bathroom is easy, with remote
session monitoring to ensure proper brushing

For decades parents have had to stand over kids making sure not only are they brushing, but
brushing properly. Now, with Magik’s AR-enabled toothbrush, parents are able to monitor their
child’s progress with maintenance tracking. Magik is fun and offers guidance with its
instructional brushing features, teaching kids exactly where to brush, and how long they should
focus on each spot. With interactive games and monitoring dashboard guiding them to brush
thoroughly, they will never miss a spot.
“Games are proven to keep the attention of children, so why not use that to combat and
eradicate cavities?” says Thomas Serval, CEO, Chairman, and Co-Founder of Kolibree.
“Magik is the start of our vision to transform the way children approach oral care routines, from
an obligatory chore to a fun and educational pillar of their nighttime routine.”
Kolibree will be at CES this year at: Exhibit Hall, Sands Hall A-D (Booth 44155)
About:
Kolibree, the smart oral care company, is dedicated to the innovation of connected health
solutions, including the first toothbrush with embedded AI, and the first connected sonic
toothbrush with 3-D motion sensors. Kolibree uses proprietary technology and patented M2M
technology to provide a personalized, interactive tooth brushing experience for children and
adults.

